1. SSTF’s purpose will become clearer when IWSTF forms thus modification of bylaws may be unnecessary, but it is also
possible that a dialogue about modification of bylaws may be needed to address:
a. Funding requests: Obtaining money from E-board the Senate or the President’s Office
i.

(Administrative) Funding for FSAE is minimal -> because they get funding from General Motors

b. SSTF shape: (club, committee, free council)
2. *IMPORTANT Who is here over the Summer? Email cordad@rpi.edu so we can get a formal list
3. IWSTF - “First meetings will be solicitations of interest”
a. Laban will be sending an email looking for interest. After convening IWSTF will narrow to committed core people

4. Robyn would like to be a resource (Interim Sustainability Coordinator) to the forming Office of Sustainability.
a. Creation of suggestions that will aid as support material to office is necessary; Robyn wants ideas
b.

Facilitate dialogue - email her: marqur@rpi.edu

AND

Go to http://lists.rpi.edu/ add yourself to ecologic-discuss-l@lists.rpi.edu begin emailing on this list

5. Website for Sustainability in General - Barrett working on mockup
Dr. Jackson had the idea the website having two structural parts
a. Analysis Section where pre and post analysis of Charrette ideas is displayed
b. Interactive Element
i. Comments on old ideas and new ideas can be posted – content can still be added
ii. Selected metrics for progress can be discussed
iii. Discussion of how to work ideas into performance plans
c. Dr. Jackson would also like to see another charrette next spring talking about developing sustainability ideas that
have an impact on the broader global community.
d. The Charrette website has formed a mental connect and is one symbol of green things on campus (Good)
6. The POLY: Has already sent out printing bids, we need to talk to about reducing printing by 1000
7. Biodiesel meeting today (4-29-09) in SGS at 4
8. Face the Waste had about 150 volunteers donate 200 -300 hours of time GREAT JOB
a. The contest had 1000 answers from 500 people a tenth of the school
b. Getting a home for the cubes - they were left outside “in the cold” People commented on the storage aesthetics
9. Dumpsters are single stream but the recycling bins are not if we could address this.
If you have any questions or desire more information on meeting topics email Dan Corda at cordad@rpi.edu

